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WHY choose IKE vegetable and fruit cutting machine?

www.ikemachinery.com

*Designed for cutting leafy vegetables, roots veggies and stone fruits.

*Simple operation and easy cleaning.

*Can slice, dice, shred vegetable and fruit by change bladesdisc.

*Suitable for food industrial factories, school canteens, etc.

*Made of stainless steel, which is durable and long life span.

It is suitable equipment for hotel, restaurant, canteen for college and enterprises as well as food 

processing factory.

Improve work efficiency on every step depends on client’s requirement 

Keen to increasing the benefit by less labour but higher output 

Endeavor to preserve better flavour of food

Features:

MAKE YOUR FOOD

PREFECT CUT
WITH IKE MACHINERY

FOOD MACHINERY

SLICE

STRIP 

CUBE
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*With specialized tool

*Vertical feeding inlet

*Simple maintenance

*Cutting round slices, super long strips

Root vegetable and fruit cutting machine

DS-S075

 Model Size Input  Voltage Supply Capacity

DS-S075 700*520*840mm 0.75KW 220V/380V/50Hz 1000kg/h

DS-S150 600*500*900mm 1.50KW 220V/380V/50Hz 800kg/h

Specialized blade tool SS 304 durable bladeUser friendly feed port

DS-150

*Shredding blades with ultra-thin design

*Julienning smooth and delicate

*Extra width dicing blade

*Durable and long life span

FOOD MACHINERY
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Multi functional cutting machine

DS-S190

Dicing cube Structure of DS-075D Replacing blade

*Rocket up production capacity

*Easy to operate and maintain

*Slice and dice, julienne and section

*Wide applicability 

*Good protection from the blades

 Model Size Input  Voltage Supply Capacity

DS-S075D 950*780*1280mm 0.75KW 220V/380V/50Hz 1000kg/h

DS-S190 1310*640*1170mm 1.875KW 380V/50Hz 1000kg/h

DS-075D

*High speed slicing and shredding machine

*Combination blade head

*Neat and clean dicing effect

*Available to dice soft foods like tomato,mango

FOOD MACHINERY
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Industrial-using large capacity slicing machine

DS-S200

Horizontal blades Different size feed port slices out

*Uniform thickness

*Adjustable thickness

*Nearly zero loss of slicing 

*Touch screen PLC Control Board 

*304 stainless steel as main material

*Vertical slicing

*High raw material utilization

 Model Size Input  Voltage Supply Capacity

DS-S200 1000*950*1300mm 2.0KW 220V/50Hz 2000kg/h

compatible with 60 kinds of fruits and vegetables

FOOD MACHINERY

*Fast speed up to 16 slices in one second

*Water washable without dead corner

*Convenient operation and maintenance

*7 food grade PP feeding inlets with customized diameter 

*Suitable for industrial mass production

*Able to cut different size foods at the same time

*Compatible with 60 kinds of fruits and vegetables



Tel: 0086 83338767����Email:sales@ikemachinery.com
Free yourself，Leave to IKE

Shishan science and technology park, Foshan | Guangdong, CHINA
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Washing CuttingPeeling Drying Packing

FOOD MACHINERY

Just contact us!

Founded in 1994, IKE is a professional manufacturer engaged in food machinery such as food 

cleaning machine, peeling machine, slicing machine, threshing machine, drying machine, and 

packing machine. IKE has a high standard workshop with 10 thousand square meters and has more 

than 200 workers. IKE machinery is selling well all over the world and won many praises from 

clients. With rich experience in the food machinery industry, we provide you with the most 

professional food processing solutions. 

Top-level food processing solutions

For your business!

WELCOME TO IKE
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